Scenes from a Marriage —Abortion/ Clinic scene
Jonathan: Sorry am I late Sorry sorry
Mira: Its ne, we were just uh. Were just starting..
Doctor: Symptoms like nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cramps and if you do vomit soon after you
take it you will have to take the medicine again…
Ill be right back with it.
Mira …She has to warn us about the symptoms but it’s the simplest procedure.
Jonathan I’m gonna get us something to drink —
Mira No, I don’t need— I don’t need anything.
Jonathan I’ll get us some it’s right outside the door.. Um yea.
Ill be right back okay?
Mira: Fine
Jonathan: Hey, so they only had Pepsi. Is that ok?—
Mira: That’s ne
Jonathan: I’m sure there’s like a cup around here somewhere.
Mira: No its ne ill just drink it straight from the can..
Jonathan: I’m sure there’s something.. Maybe here.
Mira: Jonathan.. Hey, come here for a second
Jonathan Oh, fuck it’s a urine sample cup.
Mira: Okay, come over here. Sit down for a second. —
Mira: Look at me— Are you ok?
Jonathan: Yeah.
Mira: Are you mad?
Jonathan: Am I mad? No. Why would I be mad?
Mira: Are you having second thoughts?
Jonathan: No
Mira: No?
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Jonathan: No no no no.. I.. I … I don’t —I didn’t expect to feel like that I don’t know why I’m
feeling like this.

Mira: It’s ok honey.. hey Its ne..
Jonathan: Yeah
Mira: You know, I’m.. — Its not easy for me either.
Jonathan: No, no no no..- Of course . Of course , uh..
Sorry, Im not um trying to..make — No yeah.
I know you are the one that has to.. —has to go through it.
— We’re making the right decision here.
We talked about it— I don’t think there’s a single angle that we haven’t covered over the.. last
ten days..
Mira: Yeah.. I don’t think there is..
Jonathan: Yeah..
Mira: You know, I was thinking we could still go ahead with the renovation. — Yeah, like you
know, like we can move Ava’s play area into her room- And you know, make your study back
the way it was before.
Jonathan: That’s never gonna work.. She’s gonna reclaim it within hours.
Mira: Well, then we use the attic. I mean we always said that that we’re gonna get to that
eventually..
Jonathan: I don’t need—
Mira: Well I have a vision.. Just you know, leave it to me. You are gonna thank me.
Jonathan: Okay okay..
Doctor: Sorry about that wait here you go..
Mira: Thanks..( swallows the tablets)
Doctor: Ok.. And here’s the misoprostol that you will take at home tomorrow.
Take some ibuprofen about an hour before you take the tablet. Okay?
— see you in a couple of weeks.
Jonathan: Thank you
Mira: Oh.. (nausea)
Jonathan: you ok..?
Mira: Mmm. — I feel awful
Jonathan: You’ll feel better tomorrow
Mira: Why don’t you go home to Ava?- I’ll take a car home.
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Jonathan: No, no no no way. I’m staying here Veronica is with Ava, she’s..-

Mira: Jonathan, I —
Jonathan: What?
Mira: I’d like to be alone for a little bit. Is that okay? Yeah?
Jonathan: Yeah Of course, of course— Here I’ll leave this here, ok?
Mira: You sure you—
Jonathan: It’s ne its’ ne Im totally ne. Yeah.
I’ll go do a little work in the waiting.. room over there and whenever you are ready you just
come—
Mira: Yeah, just.. it won’t be long..
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Jonathan: I got my phone..

